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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Software  architecture  design  is  challenging,  especially  for  junior  software  designers.  Lacking  practice  and
experience,  junior  designers  need  process  support  in  order  to  make  rational  architecture  decisions.  In
this paper,  we present  the  results  of  a comparative  multiple-case  study  conducted  to ﬁnd  out  if  decision
viewpoints  from  van  Heesch  et al. (2012,  in press)  can  provide  such  a support.  The  case  study was  con-
ducted  with  four  teams  of  software  engineering  students  working  in industrial  software  projects.  Two






teams were  not  instructed  to do  so. We  observed  the  students  for a period  of  seven  weeks  by  conducting
weekly  focus  groups  and  by  analyzing  their work  artifacts  and  minutes.  Our  ﬁndings  suggest  that  junior
designers  who  use decision  viewpoints  are  more  systematic  in exploring  and  evaluating  solution  options.
However,  the  decision  viewpoints  did not  help  them  in managing  requirements  and  complexity.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
ase study
. Motivation and background
Software architecture design is a demanding task which
equires designers to ﬁnd optimal solutions within a speciﬁed
imeframe for often vaguely deﬁned requirements, while manag-
ng risks, regarding constraints, and taking business drivers into
ccount. There is a steep learning curve to becoming a good archi-
ect: junior software designers usually have to endure extensive
eriods of learning, going through numerous painful trial and error
ttempts when making architecture decisions.
Before becoming software architects, junior software designers
eed to develop (a) a certain body of knowledge, and (b) the cogni-
ive skills for systematically reasoning about architecture decisions.
hese two factors are important for making rational decisions. A
ational decision is a decision based on the application of rea-
on. A rational decision deliberates the beneﬁts and drawbacks of
he available design options, while taking requirements and other
roject constraints into account.
Junior software designers need guidance to handle the inherent
omplexity of rational decision making, especially with software
rchitecture issues. Explicitly modeling architecture decisions dur-
ng the design process may  provide such a guidance. Although being
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E-mail addresses: uwe@vanheesch.net, uwe.van.heesch@capgemini.com
U. van Heesch), paris@cs.rug.nl (P. Avgeriou), atang@swin.edu.au (A. Tang).
164-1212/$ – see front matter ©  2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2013.01.057widely overlooked in software engineering education, the treat-
ment of architecture decisions as ﬁrst class entities has gained
increasing attention in the software architecture research ﬁeld
and also in industrial practice. In recent years, many authors have
stressed the importance of thoroughly documenting architecture
decisions in software projects (e.g. Tyree and Akerman, 2005;
Kruchten, 2004; Tang et al., 2010; Jansen and Bosch, 2005).
Initially, the main perceived beneﬁt of documenting archi-
tecture decisions was  to share a common understanding of
the developed architecture between stakeholders like architects,
developers, and customers (Tyree and Akerman, 2005; van der Ven
et al., 2006), primarily to ease change, maintenance, and evolu-
tion of the architectural design. Kruchten later stressed that the
modeling of (potential) decisions, particularly their dependencies
and interrelations, can also support the architect when reasoning
about the decisions (Kruchten, 2004). In our previous work, we
developed a documentation framework for architecture decisions
that addresses many stakeholder concerns in architecture decisions
(van Heesch et al., 2012, in press). Using the conventions of the
international architecture description standard ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010
(ISO, 2011), the framework provides ﬁve viewpoints for architec-
ture decisions, each of which being designed to address different
decision-related concerns:Decision forces viewpoint: It makes explicit the relationships
between architectural decisions and the forces that inﬂu-









































ing and documenting. Recently, several other comparative studies
have successfully used case studies to evaluate software engineer-
ing methods (Nagappan et al., 2008; Jiang et al., 2008; Serral et al.,546 U. van Heesch et al. / The Journal of S
alternatives. In this context, a force is “any aspect of an archi-
tectural problem arising in the system or its environment
(operational, development, business, organizational, political, eco-
nomic, legal, regulatory, ecological, social, etc.), to be considered
when choosing among the available decision alternatives” (van
Heesch et al., in press).
Decision relationship viewpoint:  It makes explicit the relation-
ships between architecture decisions (e.g. depends on, caused by,
or is alternative to).
Decision chronology viewpoint: It shows the evolution of archi-
tecture decisions over time.
Decision stakeholder involvement viewpoint:  It describes the
roles of speciﬁc stakeholders in the decision-making process,
capturing which stakeholders proposed, conﬁrmed, or validated
speciﬁc decisions.
Decision detail viewpoint:  It gives detailed information about
single architecture decisions, including a comprehensive descrip-
tion of the chosen architectural solution and the rationale for
choosing this solution.
uilding on the idea that modeling decisions supports the design
rocess of the architecture, we conjecture that, besides being a
seful tool for professional architects, decision viewpoints can par-
icularly guide junior software designers, helping them to make
ational decisions. The question is in which areas of software archi-
ecting can decision viewpoints help to guide designers.
In this paper, we report on a comparative multiple-case study
onducted with four groups of senior software engineering stu-
ents (near graduation), to ﬁnd out if modeling design decisions
upports them in following a rational design process. We  selected
hree decision viewpoints from our framework that particularly
rame concerns related to decision making support: the decision
etail viewpoint,  the decision relationship viewpoint (both from van
eesch et al., 2012), and the decision forces viewpoint (deﬁned in
an Heesch et al., in press). The results show that particularly the
ecision forces viewpoint and the decision relationship viewpoint
upported the students to systematically identify and evaluate mul-
iple decision alternatives for the design problems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
he design of the study including the study goal, research conjec-
ure and response variables. Section 3 reports on the data analysis
nd interpretation. In Section 4, we discuss potential threats to the
alidity of our ﬁndings. We  discuss related work in Section 5 and
resent our conclusions in Section 6.
. Study design
The goal of the study is to explore if junior designers, who
ocument decision views according to the decision viewpoint
ramework presented in van Heesch et al. (2012),  use more of
 rational design approach than junior designers with an ad hoc
pproach. The study is comparative in nature. We  try to evaluate the
nﬂuence of decision view creation on the use of a rational design
rocess.
In cases, where the cause–effect relationship between a speciﬁc
reatment (in this case the decision view creation) and an outcome
a rational design process) is to be observed, formal experiments
an be taken into consideration as empirical method. However,
xperiments require careful control of the so-called independent
ariables, which represent potential factors that inﬂuence the out-
ome of the study, to ensure that outcomes are results of the applied
reatments. To achieve this control, experiments are usually con-
ucted in a laboratory environment (Wohlin et al., 2000), in which
onfounding factors can be eliminated, and independent variables
an be carefully controlled at pre-determined levels.s and Software 86 (2013) 1545– 1565
Studying the impact of decision view creation (the treatment)
on the design process (the outcome) does not allow for this level
of control. Apart from the fact that the design process takes mul-
tiple weeks, the impact could be wide-ranging, covering multiple
aspects of the students’ behavior and the project itself. Reducing
the measurement to a set of predeﬁned variables would be inap-
propriate in this case. Additionally, providing a ﬁctional case with
artiﬁcial requirements and virtual customers would have intro-
duced a threat to validity, as the design of the ﬁctional case could
inﬂuence the outcome of the study. If conducted as an experiment,
the study and its results could be considered as unrealistic and not
transferable to industrial practice.
Case studies, on the other hand, are well suited for studying
objects of study that are hard to study in isolation (Runeson and
Höst, 2009). They provide a deeper understanding of the situa-
tion under study than experiments do. Case studies are suitable
for understanding real-life events (Yin, 2009). Yin points out that
case studies are preferable over experiments in cases, in which
control of behavioral events is not possible or not required (Yin,
2009). Yet, single case studies are not suitable for doing compar-
isons, because they are lacking a reference that can be used as a basis
for the comparison. This problem has been addressed by Kitchen-
ham et al., who provide guidelines for planning and conducting
case studies for the evaluation of software engineering methods
(Kitchenham et al., 1995). The guidelines combine the advantages
of case study research and formal experiments, and they are well
established in the empirical research community (Sjoberg et al.,
2007; Easterbrook et al., 2008; Host and Runeson, 2007). In order
to allow for the comparison of two software engineering methods,
three types of case study arrangements are distinguished:
• Conducting a single case study in one software project and
comparing the results against a company baseline, for which
empirical data is readily available.
• Conducting a single case study in one software project, using the
decision viewpoints for a subset of decisions, while using a dif-
ferent method for the other architecture decisions that need to
be made.
• Conducting multiple case studies, in which decision viewpoints
are applied to a set of software projects and compared to the
results of another set of software projects (the so-called sister
projects).
The ﬁrst type of arrangement is not feasible, because there is
no company baseline against which the students’ design activi-
ties could be compared. The second arrangement was ruled out,
because it would not make sense to ask the students to use the
decision framework for some decisions, while forbidding its use
for other decisions. In such a scenario, it would have been impos-
sible to avoid maturation effects (Wohlin et al., 2000); e.g. the
students would have become more familiar with the problem space
or already have a more concrete idea of the overall architecture
when using the other method. Therefore, we decided to apply
the third type in our study: conducting multiple case studies, in
which half of the project teams apply our decision documentation
approach, while the other half follows an ad hoc way  of design-2010).
We use general guidelines for conducting and reporting on case
studies deﬁned by Runeson and Höst (2009) and synthesize them
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mplies the following additions to the case study method:
The case study context needs to describe the baseline (gathered
from the sister project), against which the impact of the decision
viewpoints is compared.
An evaluation conjecture needs to be deﬁned. Kitchenham et al.
use the term hypothesis,  but we decided to use conjecture instead
to clearly differentiate from formal experiments.
Response variables and data collection methods must be deﬁned.
The variables correspond to the criteria used to measure the
impact of decision viewpoints on the design activities.
Case variables describing the characteristics of the projects and
the development team need to be deﬁned. These variables cor-
respond to independent variables in experimentation, with the
difference that they cannot be controlled, but only described in
case studies.
dditionally, we used guidelines and suggestions for planning and
eporting on case studies (Verner et al., 2009; Brereton et al., 2008).
.1. Context, research goal and conjecture
The study was conducted in the context of the so-called Soft-
are Factories (SOFA), a lecturing module at the Fontys University
f Applied Sciences in Venlo, in the Netherlands. In this module,
roups of students work in software projects for external, indus-
rial customers. The students work on their own responsibility,
s if they had founded their own software company. Thus, they
re responsible for communicating with the customer, identifying
nd assigning tasks, and solving all kinds of problems that occur
uring software projects. A lecturer, who observes their process,
ccompanies each of the project teams.
After a project runtime of 20 weeks, each of the students is
ndividually assessed by two lecturers. They are graded for their
ndividual performance, the quality of the end product, and the
atisfaction of the external customer. None of the researchers was
nvolved in the lecturing module, nor did they have any inﬂuence
n the grading of the students. The data collected on behalf of the
tudy was not provided to the lecturers, and any publication of the
tudy results takes place after the students received their grades.
The university deﬁnes the following project constraints and
acilities for the students:
The students are strongly advised to follow the agile software
development process Scrum (Schwaber and Beedle, 2002). One
of the students takes the role of the scrum master. Additionally,
they have to write minutes for every team meeting.
Mandatory use of the project management system Trac (Edgewall
Software, 2012), which provides a Wiki, reporting facilities,
and a web interface for the version control system Subversion
(Tigris.org., 2012). Subversion usage is mandatory to store all
work artifacts created during the project including source code
and conﬁguration ﬁles, all project documentation, design arti-
facts, minutes, and Scrum-speciﬁc artifacts like user stories, for
instance.
The students have to work on site at the university for at least
three complete working days (8 h) per week. Therefore, each of
the project teams is provided with its own ofﬁce, whiteboards,
and a projector.
sing the goal deﬁnition technique suggested in the goal, question,
etric approach (Basili et al., 1994), the overall goal of the study iso:
Analyze the software development processes of senior software
ngineering students working in groups of 4–6 people for the pur-
ose of evaluating the supportive effect of architecture decision and Software 86 (2013) 1545– 1565 1547
view creation on their decision making process with respect to rea-
soning best practices identiﬁed in our previous studies (van Heesch
and Avgeriou, 2011) from the point of view of external empirical
researchers in the context of the software factories course at the
Fontys University of Applied Sciences in Venlo, the Netherlands.
A cost-beneﬁt analysis, in which the advantages of using
decision-viewpoints are contrasted against the effort for creating
decision views, is not a goal of this study, as such an analysis was
part of an earlier study on decision viewpoints with professionals
(van Heesch et al., 2012). Based on our previous experience with
students who  created decision views in their software projects,
we derive the following research conjecture from the study
goal:
RC: We conjecture that student groups (decision view group) who
work in a software project follow a more rational design process
if they iteratively create and reﬁne architecture decision views,
compared to student groups (comparison group) who follow an
ad hoc approach.
The rationality of the design process, as referred to in this con-
jecture, is evaluated by using a set of eleven response variables,
deﬁned in the following subsection.
2.2. Response variables
In this section, we  present the response variables used to
determine the rationality of the students’ design process. Partic-
ularly, the variables are used to ﬁnd out which reasoning practices
the students follow during the design. We  use reasoning best
practices, identiﬁed in our previous work with professional soft-
ware architects from the industry (van Heesch and Avgeriou,
2011). Each variable poses a question that the study is trying to
answer.
Code Resp1
Design activity Identiﬁcation of architecture signiﬁcant requirements
(ASRs)
Description How do the students elicit requirements in general and
how do they identify requirements that need to be
considered when making architecture decisions?
Code Resp2
Design activity Requirements negotiation
Description How do the students negotiate requirements with the
project stakeholders? Requirements could be negotiated,
for  instance, if they unnecessarily impede the project
progress, if they are unrealistically challenging, or if they
are not state-of-the-art.
Code Resp3
Design activity Prioritization of requirements
Description How do the students prioritize requirements when
identifying architectural approaches? Attention is drawn
in particular to the order and effort put in ﬁnding
candidate solutions to address speciﬁc requirements.
Code Resp4
Design activity Documentation of requirements
Description How do the students document requirements? Particular
attention is payed to the S.M.A.R.T. characteristics
(Mannion and Keepence, 1995) speciﬁc, measurable,
attainable,  realizable, and traceableCode Resp5
Design activity Discovery of design options
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Code Resp6
Design activity Balancing advantages and disadvantages of design options
Description How do the students consider the advantages and the
disadvantages when selecting a solution out of multiple
design options during architectural evaluation (with
architectural evaluation, we  refer to the process of
choosing out of multiple design options, as deﬁned in
Hofmeister et al., 2007)?
Code Resp7
Design activity Discussion of multiple design options in combination
Description Do the students discuss multiple architectural approaches
in combination?
Code Resp8
Design activity Avoidance of unnecessary complexity
Description Do  the students proactively take measures to avoid
unnecessary complexity in the architectural design?
Code Resp9
Design activity Validation of design options against the ASRs
Description How do the students validate design options against the
architecture signiﬁcant requirements during architectural
evaluation? This variable includes the making of
compromises in cases where a design option has
conﬂicting inﬂuences on multiple ASRs.
Code Resp10
Design activity Prototyping of design options
Description Do the students build prototypes, and if so, what are they
used for?
Code Resp11
Design activity Evaluation of the architecture as a whole
Description How do the students evaluate their designed
architectures?
.3. Case variables
In the following, we deﬁne case variables concerning the soft-
are projects and the participants of the study:
Code CaseVar1
Name Study group
Description This variable describes, if the students in a project
document decision views during the design (decision view
group), or not (comparison group).
Scale type Nominal
Unit n.a.
Range ‘decision view group’,‘comparison group’
Code CaseVar2
Name Programming experience
Description The programming experience is one of the measures used
to  describe the software engineering experience of the
subjects.The effect of this variable on the outcome of the
study is reduced by the fact that the students in the two
study groups are balanced regarding theirprogramming
experience. We  take both, industrial programming
experience and academic experience into account.
Scale type Ordinal
Unit Years
Range 4 classes: 0 years, 1–3 years, 3–7 years, >8 years
Code CaseVar3
Name Software design experience
Description Similarly to the programming experience, the software
design experience of the students could have an effect on
the  outcome of the study. The effect of this variable on the
outcome of the study is reduced by the fact that the
students in the two study groups are balanced regarding
their design experience. As for the programming
experience, we take both, industrial experience and
academic experience into account.
Scale type Ordinal
Unit Years
Range 4 classes: 0 years, 1–3 years, 3–7 years, >8 yearss and Software 86 (2013) 1545– 1565
Code CaseVar4
Name Industrial experience
Description The industrial experience is expressed as the number of
years, the students have worked as a software engineer in
the industry (i.e. not in an academic context); for instance
in a side job, or prior to the study. The effect of this
variable on the outcome of the study is reduced by the fact
that the students in the two study groups are balanced
regarding their industrial experience.
Scale type Ordinal
Unit Years
Range 4 classes: 0 years, 1–3 years, 3–7 years, >8 years
Code CaseVar5
Name Project domain
Description The domain of the projects could have an inﬂuence on the
design activities, as some domains like healthcare or
embedded systems require designers to think more
carefully about safety critical decisions.
Scale type Nominal
Unit n.a.
Range Possible values: Avionics, Command and Control,
Embedded Systems, E-Commerce, Enterprise Computing,
Finance, Healthcare, Realtime, Manufacturing, Software
Engineering, Scientiﬁc, Simulation, Telecommunication,
Transportation, Utilities, Marketing, Logistics, Web
Applications, Others
Code CaseVar6
Name Difﬁculty of the project
Description The difﬁculty of the SOFA projects could theoretically
inﬂuence the design activities followed by the students.
Difﬁculty, in this context, refers to the difﬁculty of the
problem. Judging the difﬁculty of a project based on
objective metrics is challenging and vulnerable. Therefore,
we decided to estimate the difﬁculty of the projects by
asking the four lecturers, who supervise and gradethe
SOFA projects, to rate the difﬁculty of each SOFA project.
The lecturers were asked to take into consideration the
project goals, technologies that would have to be used, as
well as the students’ previous knowledge in the project
domains. Each of the lecturers was knowledgeable about
two  projects, because they acted as a supervisor for one
project, and as assessor for another project. In addition, the
researchers judged the difﬁculty of the projects, using the
same criteria as the lecturers. The difﬁculty of the projects
was then calculated by taking the median value of the




Range 5-point Likert scale: 1 for very simple to 5 for very difﬁcult
Code CaseVar7
Name Experience in the project domain
Description This variable refers to the experience of the students in the
domain of the respective SOFA project (variable CaseVar5).
The domain experience could for instance have an
inﬂuence on the effort in or intensity of exploring the
problem and solution spaces.
Scale type Ordinal
Unit Years
Range 4 classes: 0 years, 1–3 years, 3–7 years, >8 years
Code CaseVar8
Name Scrum process followed
Description All four project teams were advised to follow the Scrum
development method. This variable qualitatively describes





2.4. Cases, objects and subjects descriptionIn this section, we explain the four cases. Additionally, impor-
tant characteristics of the subjects, the sampling procedure, and the
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.4.1. Cases and objects
In total, we observed four different software projects run as part
f the Software Factory module. In the following, each project will
e brieﬂy described. The customer of one of the projects asked for
nonymity. As a consequence, we decided to use pseudonyms for
ll projects.
Project alpha:  This project is a brown-ﬁeld, dealing with a legacy
text system, which is used to dynamically generate multiple types
of documents based on templates and information stored in a
database. Using the templates, data can be composed in multiple
ways before being assembled into document formats like PDF, for
instance. The Bavarian Department of Justice is one of the promi-
nent users of the system. The primary task of this project team is
an architectural re-design to a service oriented architecture (SOA).
The customer of the project, a medium-sized German software
company, wants to migrate all business-critical services to SOA in
the long term.
Project beta: The customer of this project is a Dutch personnel
service for chefs (cooks),1 specialized on temporary arrangements
like catering, cook workshops, or interim executive chefs. The
primary task of the SOFA project team is the development of a
software platform for online personnel services in the gastronomy
business, where freelancing cooks can register and apply for jobs,
which are posted to the site by restaurant owners, for instance.
The project is a green-ﬁeld; all technology choices must be made
by the SOFA participants. The customer himself does not have a
software engineering background.
Project gamma: In project gamma, the students were given the
task to extend an existing standalone client application for geo-
marketing in the areas of sales, marketing and controlling. The
extension must be capable of displaying different location based
information in a geographical map. Data must be retrieved from
a central XML  repository, which can be queried using a propri-
etary object-oriented query language. The customer of the project
is a geo-marketing consultancy in Germany, which, among others,
maintains its own geo-marketing software tools.
Project delta: Project delta is a green-ﬁeld project. The customer
is a traditional family-operated rose-growing company in the
Netherlands, who operates mainly on the international container
market. The goal of the SOFA project team is the development of
an addition to the customer’s enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system, which is capable of processing information gathered from
RFID tags, which will be attached to the different types of rose
transportation devices, repositories and gates. Apart from scan-
ning RFID tags, data needs to be gathered using a web  application
and synchronized with an existing data repository.
ote that two of the projects require software systems to be devel-
ped from scratch (projects beta and delta), while the remaining
wo projects are evolutionary in nature. These characteristics were
onsidered when assigning the projects to either the decision view
roup, or the comparison group, i.e. each of the study groups has
ne green-ﬁeld and one brown-ﬁeld project. Please refer to Section
.4.3 for the details of the study group assignment.
.4.2. Subjects and sampling
Using students in empirical studies is a sensitive issue that
bliges researchers to take a number of ethical and epistemologi-
al factors into account. On the one hand, studies with students are
ften criticized for not being generalizable (Svahnberg et al., 2008);
n the other hand, researchers should make sure that the study has
1 A company that acts as a broker between restaurant owners and the searched
ooking personal. and Software 86 (2013) 1545– 1565 1549
as much pedagogical value for the participating students as pos-
sible. To make sure that these factors were sufﬁciently taken into
account, Carver et al.’s checklist for conducting empirical studies
with students (Carver et al., 2010) was  used as a guideline for the
design of this study. In the following, we  list all items of this check-
list together with a brief explanation on how the checklist item was
considered:
1. Ensure adequate integration of the study into the course topics –
The research goal was to study the effect of decision documentation on
the design process of junior software designers. The educational goal
of  the study was twofold: The students should become aware of
problems in their decision making processes, and be provided with
concrete ways to tackle these problems. The main educational goal of
the  SOFA project is to familiarize students with realistic software
projects, in which they have to make all design decisions themselves
(i.e. without assistance by lecturers), communicate with the customer,
and take over responsibility for their end-products. Therefore, by
conducting the study in a course, in which the students have to work
in  project teams to solve a real-world case, the study was properly
integrated into the course topic.
2.  Integrate the study timeline with the course schedule – The
timeline for the study was explicitly planned according to the start of
the  SOFA project. The ﬁrst seven weeks of the project were observed,
because naturally, the most design decisions had to be made in the
ﬁrst half of the SOFA semester, while the second part would be
primarily spent on programming and report writing.
3. Reuse artifacts and tools where appropriate – The tools and artifacts
gathered in the study were all part of the SOFA course. Apart from
decision views, the students did not have to use additional tools or
create additional artifacts for the purpose of the study.
4.  Write up a protocol and have it reviewed – A study protocol was
written before the study and reviewed among the authors in multiple
iterations. In addition, the study was  discussed with the ﬁve lecturers
of the course to make sure that it aligns with the course and makes no
unrealistic assumptions.
5. Obtain subjects’ permission for their participation in the study – At
the  beginning of the SOFA course, the students were informed about
the  plan to conduct an empirical study in the context of the module. In
particular we explained which data we would collect and assured
them that no information would be shared with their course lecturers.
The students were not informed about the concrete goal of the study,
because this could have biased the results. They were given the
opportunity to withdraw from the study without giving further
reasons, e.g. by sending an e-mail to one of the researchers.
6.  Set subject expectations – Prior to the study, the students were
informed about the purpose of the study, the time they would need to
invest and the beneﬁts they can expect from the study, i.e. information
about and suggestions for improving their design processes.
7.  Document information about the experimental context in detail –
This research report contains detailed information about the
experience of the subjects, the nature of the SOFA course, and the
concrete projects run as part of the SOFA.
8.  Implement policies for controlling/monitoring the experimental
variables – The study variables, as well as the data collection methods
and data sources used to monitor the variables are described in detail
in  this study report.
9. Plan follow-up activities – At the end of the semester, one of the
researchers presented the preliminary results of the study to the
students. On this occasion, the students were informed about the
concrete goals of the study and the research conjectures, namely that
the project teams who documented decision views would be expected
to  follow a more rational decision making process. The study design
was also discussed with the students as well as potential threats to
validity. That way, the students also learned something about
conducting case studies, which was especially interesting, because the
students had been following a course on applied research methods as
part  of their curriculum.
10. Build or update a lab package The collected data was assembled in a
study database (as proposed in Yin, 2009), which was used as a basis
for  the analysis and prepared for reuse in future studies.
The participants of the study were selected using convenience
sampling (Given, 2008); all students who took the SOFA course in
the winter semester 2011/2012 were invited to participate. None
of them refused. In total, 21 students took part in the study. The
researchers were not given the opportunity to intervene in the
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Table  1
Descriptive statistics used for assigning projects to study groups.
Decision view group Comparison group
Project alpha Project beta Project gamma Project delta
Avg. programming experience (months) 49.2 56.8 68.4 82
Avg.  design exp (months) 32.2 50.33 43 74
Avg.  industrial exp. (months) 7 25.18 31.83 19.28

















































iAvg.  exp. primary domain(s) (months) 13.4 
Median difﬁculty of project 3 
Greenﬁeld (GF) or brownﬁeld (BF) BF 
ssignment of students to one of the four SOFA projects introduced
efore. Each student chose a project based on personal interests.
.4.3. Assignment of projects to study groups
As mentioned before, we were not given the opportunity to
ssign students to the four available projects, hence we could only
ssign the four project teams to the study groups (i.e. decision
iew group or comparison group) in a way that both study groups
ere balanced with respect to the relevant case variables, as far
s possible. The following case variables were taken into consid-
ration. First of all, the two study groups should be balanced with
espect to green-ﬁeld and brown-ﬁeld projects (see Section 2.4.1).
econd, the difﬁculty of the project tasks should be comparable
n both study groups (CaseVar6, Section 2.3). Finally, the students’
ndustrial experience, as well as previous experience regarding pro-
ramming, architecture, and the domain of the project should be
alanced in both study groups as far as possible (CaseVar2,3,4, and
, Section 2.3).
Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for the variables used as a
asis for the assignment of SOFA project teams to study groups.2
he data was gathered using a web questionnaire. For the estima-
ion of the difﬁculty of the four projects, we used the procedure
escribed for CaseVar6 in Section 2.3. See Table B.6 for the detailed
atings given by the four lecturers and the researchers. Table 1
hows only domains that were selected by the majority of stu-
ents in each project (referred to as primary domain). In the case of
roject delta, two domains were equally often selected. The aver-
ge domain experience refers only to the primary domain; in case
f project delta, the average was calculated from both primary
omains. The most important project characteristic for the study
roup division was the current state of the software project; i.e. a
ew project starting from scratch (green-ﬁeld project), or an exist-
ng project that is further developed (brown-ﬁeld project). Thus, we
ad to assign one brown-ﬁeld project to each of the study groups.
oth brown-ﬁeld projects were similar with respect to domain
xperience and difﬁculty, but the members of project gamma  were
ore experienced regarding programming, design, and industrial
xperience; therefore, we decided to assign project gamma  to the
omparison group. This was mainly to exclude the previous expe-
ience as a confounding factor with respect to the rationality of the
ecision making processes; if we had assigned the more experi-
nced project to the decision view group, the more rational decision
aking process could have resulted from the previous experience,
ather than from the documentation of decision views.
Between the two green-ﬁeld projects, we decided to assign
roject beta to the decision view group and project delta to the
omparison group. In this case, the advance of programming and
oftware design experience on the side of project delta compen-
ates the difference of approximately six months with respect to
ndustrial experience.
2 More detailed statistics about the variables can be found in Appendix B 13.33 32.5
3 3
BF GF
2.4.4. Scrum process followed
The degree, to which the project teams actually followed the
Scrum process (CaseVar8) could not be taken into consideration
for the study group assignment, because we  had to wait for the end
of the case study to do this analysis.
However, we  found that none of the four teams rigorously
adopted the Scrum process. Although all of them organized the
development in sprints (2 weeks in project delta; 3 weeks in the
other projects), assigned the role of the scrum master to a team
member, and created backlogs, other essential parts of Scrum were
neglected. Most importantly, none of the teams adequately ﬁlled
in the role of the product owner.
Appendix C more elaborately describes, how far each of the
project teams adhered to roles, meetings, and artifacts deﬁned in
the Scrum process. Our ﬁndings suggest that the recommendation
of Scrum as a development method did not have a signiﬁcant impact
on the decision making process of the project teams. Nevertheless,
we discuss the Scrum recommendation as a potential threat to the
validity of our results in Section 4.
2.5. Instrumentation and data collection procedures
The response variables were measured mainly in the ﬁrst seven
working weeks. A ﬁnal round of focus groups with all four project
teams was  conducted at the end of the SOFA semester in January
2012. In the following, we  describe the instrumentation and data
collection procedures used.
2.5.1. Instrumentation
The decision view group received a two-hour training on cre-
ating the decision views additionally to written guidelines and
examples. The training and the reading material covered the fol-
lowing two topics:
Architecture decisions:  The students learned how to identify
architecture decisions. While they immediately understood that
architectural design is basically a decision-making process, some
of the students did not know how to differentiate between design
decisions in general, and architecture decisions in particular. We
told them that, as a rule of thumb, a decision is architectural, if its
impact is not locally limited to a single component, for instance,
but if it affects larger parts of the system’s structure or the overall
quality attributes of the system. We  also gave them some examples
of architecture decisions, e.g. the choice of a middleware platform,
a framework, or a database management system; or the decision to
apply an architectural pattern. We  advised the students to always
treat a decision as architectural, in cases where they were in doubt.
Decision viewpoints: All decision viewpoints were introduced
to the students. Apart from the formal viewpoint speciﬁ-
cations (van Heesch et al., 2012), we discussed examples
for all types of views. To enable the students to document
views themselves, we let them create decision views from
scratch. During this process, an instructor corrected mistakes
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Table  2
Mapping of variables to data collection methods.
Questionnarie Work diaries Documentation analysis Focus groups
Resp1: Identiﬁcation of ASRs X X X
Resp2: Requirements negotiation X X X
Resp3: Prioritization of Requirements X X
Resp4: Documentation of Requirements X X
Resp5: Discovery of design options X X X
Resp6: Balancing advant. and disadvant. X X
Resp7: Discuss mult. options in comb X X X
Resp8: Avoid complexity X X X
Resp9: Validate options against ASRs X X X
Resp10: Prototyping options X X X
Resp11: Evaluation of arch. as a whole X X X
CaseVars2–4: Previous experience X
































•CaseVar6: Difﬁculty of the project 
CaseVar7: Experience in domain X
CaseVar8: Scrum process followed
and answered questions. The presentation slides used to intro-
duce decision viewpoints to the students are available online:
http://www.vanheesch.net/training decision viewpoints.pdf.
dditionally to the training and guidelines, the members of the
ecision group were provided with an MS  Word template for the
etail view, an MS  Excel template for the decision forces view, and
 Visual Paradigm template containing an example of a relationship
iew. All members of the decision view project teams were obliged
ot to talk to the members of the other two project teams about
ecision views. The comparison group was not informed about
ecision views at all.
.5.2. Data collection procedures
In the following, we describe the data collection methods used,
he data sources, and their mapping to the study variables. In qual-
tative research, it is important to develop ideas not only based on
ne data source using one speciﬁc data collection method. Trian-
ulation of data sources and data collection methods has been a
ood practice for qualitative researchers to make sure that there
re multiple forms of evidence to back up a conclusion rather
han single data points or very few incidents (Creswell and Miller,
000; Lethbridge et al., 2005; Yin, 2009). Patton differentiates four
ypes of triangulations (Patton, 2002): (a) data source triangula-
ion, (b) investigator triangulation, (c) theory triangulation, and (d)
ethodological triangulation. In this study, we  apply data source
riangulation (collecting data from more than one source) and
ethodological triangulation (collecting data using different meth-
ds). Our motivation is to have at least two data sources, and their
orresponding data collection methods, for all conclusions drawn
rom the collected evidence.
We use the data collection classiﬁcation scheme from
ethbridge et al. (2005) to describe the methods used in this case
tudy:
Questionnaire: At the beginning of the study, the students ﬁlled
in a questionnaire to gather information about the nature of the
SOFA project they chose, their previous experience in software
engineering activities, and their experience in the domain of the
chosen SOFA project.
Work diaries: As part of the SOFA course, the students had to cre-
ate daily work diaries, in which they document their process, the
decisions they made, and the tasks they identiﬁed. These diaries
(also referred to as team minutes in the remainder of this paper)
were made available to the researchers.
Documentation analysis (study of work artifacts): The Subver-
sion and Trac servers, which all project teams had to use, were X
 X X
accessible for the researchers. All working artifacts that were
checked in by the different project teams (e.g. requirements and
design documents, minutes, source code, and the decision views)
were collected and analyzed. In addition, one person of every
project team was  responsible for taking pictures of all whiteboard
sketches the project teams created.
• Focus groups: Weekly focus groups (30–60 min) with each of the
project teams about the design process and the decisions made
(audio recorded and transcribed). In the focus groups, the par-
ticipants were encouraged to talk freely about their design, the
progress they made, and the process they have been following.
Additionally, in the decision view project teams, the documented
decision views were also discussed. In the comparison group
projects, the participants were interviewed without explicitly
mentioning the notion of architecture decisions. In addition to
the weekly focus groups, a ﬁnal round of focus groups was con-
ducted with each of the project teams at the end of the SOFA
semester. Furthermore, the focus group moderator took ﬁeld
notes, in which he noted down impressions gained during the
focus groups. Field notes are important to complement the audio
recordings, as some important information is non-auditory, e.g.
supporting a teammate’s comment by nodding, or strong oppo-
sition expressed only in body language. Field notes can also be
used to write down initial ideas about the project process that
can serve as focus points during the data analysis, e.g. “It seems
that project alpha did not align the user stories with the functional
requirements gathered before”.
The ﬁeld notes and all collected data were stored in a digital study
database.
Table 2 shows a mapping of study variables to data collection
methods. Note that there are at least two  data sources for each
response variable.
2.6. Analysis procedure
The gathered data was  analyzed qualitatively using grounded
theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). In grounded theory, theories
are developed by systematically analyzing the collected data, and
constantly comparing ﬁndings to the previous conjectures. It is
thus a very labor-intensive, iterative process, in which theories
evolve slowly and are always grounded in the collected data. In
recent years, the use of grounded theory in software engineering
has become acceptable (Urquhart et al., 2010; Adolph et al., 2011);
conceivably, because contemporary research in the ﬁeld seeks to
involve more exploratory research, rather than relying on purely
conﬁrmatory studies.




Cat1 Systematically searched for multiple design options. +
Cat2 Conducted research to identify design options. +
Cat3 Most design options are technology related.
Cat4 Followed a reuse over reimplementation strategy.
Cat5 Research tasks regarding design options for a decision point were divided among the group.
Cat6  Developed overall vision of the architecture to identify decision points. +
Cat7  Always chose ﬁrst viable solution. −
Cat8  Most gathered requirements are functional. −
Cat9 Non-functional requirements were not actively elicited. −
Cat10 Actively explored the functional problem space. +
Cat11 No explicit distinction between architecturally relevant requirements and other requirements. −
Cat12  Actively involved to understand the business domain. +
Cat13  The group tried to install and run the existing software as a ﬁrst step in the analysis.
Cat14  Multiple types of documentation used for requirements. −
Cat15 Systematically clariﬁed vague requirements with customer. +
Cat16 Responsibility for describing requirements is silently transferred to the customer. −
Cat17  Requirements slowly emerged during the design phase.
Cat18 No clear separation between requirements and resulting design or implementation tasks. −
Cat19 Quality attribute requirements were not documented. −
Cat20 Team does not gain a collective understanding of the requirements. −
Cat21  Scrutinized requirements with respect to feasibility and usefulness. +
Cat22  Requirements were not called into question. −
Cat23  Proposed additional requirements. +
Cat24  Negotiated blocking requirements. +
Cat25 Challenging requirements were prioritized. +
Cat26 Requirements are addressed in no recognizable order.
Cat27 Requirements were not described well. Single words or brief statements used without explanation. −
Cat28  Explicitly discussed pros and cons of all major design decisions. +
Cat29  Conducted research to ﬁnd arguments in favor of and against design options. +
Cat30 Group members challenge each others arguments a lot. +
Cat31 Decisions are mostly made without explicit reasoning. −
Cat32 Most decisions are not discussed in the group. −
Cat33 Technological dependencies were systematically explored before making decisions. +
Cat34 Many technological decisions were made in combination. +
Cat35  Avoiding complexity was an explicit goal of the group. +
Cat36  Validated technology options against ASRS. +
Cat37 No indicators for an explicit consideration of ASRs when making decisions. −
Cat38 Were aware that trade-offs could be necessary. +
Cat39 Made trade-offs between multiple requirements (very rarely). +
Cat40 Used prototypes to understand technological options. +
Cat41  Prototypes mainly used to learn how the technology can be used.
















tCat43  Permanently maintained an overview over the 
Cat44 Architecture was  not evaluated as a whole.
One might suggest that grounded theory is not appropriate
n cases where researchers seek to verify a research hypothe-
is (Urquhart et al., 2010), i.e. the research is conﬁrmative rather
han exploratory. In this particular case, however, despite of the
ormulated research conjecture, the research is fundamentally
xploratory: we attempt to gain a broad understanding of how
he students design software and how the documentation of differ-
nt decision views during the design process inﬂuences the design
ctivities. This explorative part of the study is a prerequisite for the
omparison of the two study groups.
.6.1. Qualitative analysis approach used
In the following, we describe the qualitative analysis proce-
ure as applied in this study. The detailed description allows other
esearchers to assess the quality of the analysis process, or to adopt
t in own studies. Fig. 1 shows a UML  class diagram summarizing
he conceptual entities of the qualitative analysis and their rela-
ionships respectively; they will be discussed in the following.Step 1 - Filter study documents: In the ﬁrst step, we  browsed all
documents that had been collected in the study database during
the course of the study. Besides transcripts, ﬁeld notes, and min-
utes, this process included all documents that were created by theete system. +
−
SOFA project teams and uploaded to their respective subversion
repository or Trac wiki.
If the content did not have any relation to the decision-making
process, the document was excluded; all other documents were
taken to the next steps, described below. In total, 401 documents
were browsed in step one, 254 of which were found to be relevant.
The excluded documents contained documentation of used third
party software, or bash scripts and latex templates, for instance.
Step 2 - Normalization: In the next step, the chosen documents
from step one were normalized: each ﬁle was converted to PDF,
and renamed to express the name of the SOFA project, the type
of ﬁle, the original ﬁle extension, and the date at which it was
downloaded. The result of this step was  a number of PDFs assigned
clearly to one of the four SOFA projects.
Step 3 - Coding: In step three, the documents from each SOFA
project were coded. During this procedure, the documents were
carefully studied and each phrase, sentence, or paragraph that
indicated a certain behavior (called indicator in grounded theory
literature Strauss, 1987) was labeled with a code. This approach to
coding is originally referred to as open coding (Corbin and Strauss,
2008), used to generate the concepts that become the basis for
further analysis (see step 4).
As opposed to other researchers, who suggest to assign one-
word codes to express indicators (e.g. Adolph et al., 2011), we
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l of grFig. 1. Conceptual mode
chose to use brief statements as codes. We  made this deci-
sion, because we experienced that ﬁnding single words to clearly
express an indicator is extremely challenging and forces the ana-
lyst to read large passages over and over again, when comparing
codes to previously assigned codes. Brief statements allow to be
much more expressive. We  used PDF annotations to assign the
codes. That way the codes are shown next to the text without dis-
turbing the ﬂow of reading. PDF annotations have the additional
advantage that codes can easily be revised and different analysts
can assign different codes.
To collect the codes from the documents and to support the con-
stant comparison process, we developed a software that registers
documents, collects all codes and stores them in a study database
using the model shown in Fig. 1 as domain model. The constant
comparative method in grounded theory obliges the researcher to
frequently step back to analyze all collected codes and to compare
new codes to existing ones to develop a theory. The tool we devel-
oped supports this process, as previously assigned codes from
other documents are permanently shown to the analyst while
coding additional documents. This enables the analyst to identify
commonalities in codes, which is useful for discovering concepts.
Step 4 - Identify concepts: Steps three and four were repeated
in multiple iterations when analyzing the documents of one SOFA
project. In step four, the previously gathered codes were compared
to identify common concepts. Here, a concept is a representation
of a pattern of behavior, suggested by a set of indicators, which
on their part are captured using codes (Adolph et al., 2011). The
concepts were assigned using the previously mentioned software,
we developed. During the analysis procedure, the concepts slowly
Fig. 2. Comparing projects usinounded theory entities.
evolved; they had to be revised regularly after additional docu-
ments had been analyzed.
Step 5 - Assign concepts to variables:  After ﬁnishing the coding
and the declaration of concepts, each concept was assigned to one
or more response variables.
Step 6 - Classify concepts into general categories: After ﬁnishing
steps one to ﬁve, we had deﬁned a set of concepts describing the
behavior of each project team with respect to the response vari-
ables. The concepts are speciﬁc to projects, i.e. they summarize
multiple codes from the documents of one project team. In order
to compare the results from the different project teams, we  ana-
lyzed the concepts and classiﬁed them into categories. A category,
in our understanding, is a project independent abstraction of one
or more concepts from potentially different projects. This is in line
with Glaser, who describes a category as a concept used on a higher
level of abstraction (Glaser, 1998). Fig. 2 illustrates the relationship
between categories and project-speciﬁc concepts. The categories,
deﬁned in this study, can be found in Table 3.
3. Analysis and interpretation
In this section, we  present the results of the qualitative anal-
ysis with respect to commonalities and differences between the
projects in the two study groups. The section is organized accord-
ing to the response variables. The codes and concepts, which are the
result of steps three and four in the analysis, are not listed here for
reasons of space; in total, more than 620 codes were assigned to the
various documents resulting in 165 concepts. Table 3 lists the cate-
gories identiﬁed in Step 6 of the analysis. The last column (“Eval.”)
g categories of concepts.
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Table  4
Response variables and categories observed in projects.
Response variable Category Eval. Decision view group Comparison group
Alpha Beta Gamma  Delta
Resp1: Identiﬁcation of ASRs
Cat8 − X X X
Cat9 − X X X X
Cat11 − X X X X
Cat16 − X X
Cat18 −  X X
Cat19 − X X X
Cat20 − X
Cat10 + X





Cat22 − X X
Cat21 + X
Cat23 + X
Cat24 + X X
Resp3: Prioritization of requirements
Cat25 + X X
Cat26 X X
Resp4: Documentation of requirements
Cat14 − X X X X
Cat27 − X X X X
Resp5: Discovery of design options
Cat7 − X X
Cat1 + X X
Cat2 + X X




Resp6: Balancing pros and cons of design
options
Cat31 − X X
Cat32 − X X
Cat28 + X X
Cat29 + X X
Cat30 + X X
Resp7: Discussion of multiple design options in
combination
Cat33 + X X
Cat34 + X X
Resp8: Avoidance of complexity Cat35 + X X
Resp9: Validation of design options against the
ASRs
Cat37 − X X
Cat36 + X X
Cat38 + X X
Cat39 + X
Resp10: Prototyping design options
Cat40 + X X X X
Cat42 + X





















drawing conclusions with respect to the impact of using the deci-
sion viewpoints on the design activities. Column “Eval.” repeats the
evaluation of the respective category (i.e. positive, neutral, or neg-
ative) from Table 3. For each response variable, we  list the assigned
Table 5
Summary of ﬁndings.
Variable Variable description Dec. view supp.
Resp1 Identiﬁcation of ASRs +
Resp2 Requirements negotiation +
Resp3 Prioritization of requirements +
Resp4 Documentation of requirements ∼
Resp5 Discovery of design options ++
Resp6 Balancing advant. and disadvant. ++
Resp7 Discuss mult.options in comb. ++
Resp8 Avoid complexity ∼Resp11: Evaluation of architecture as a whole
Cat44 
Cat43 
ndicates, whether we regard the observed behavior as positive (+),
eutral (empty column), or negative (−). In the remainder of this
ection, we qualitatively describe the students’ decision making
rocess using the response variables and categories.
Table 4 shows the categories as assigned to the four projects
nd response variables respectively. It was taken as a basis for the
ubsequent analysis. Cases, in which a category was assigned to
ach of the four projects, are regarded as a commonality; cases, in
hich a category was assigned to the two projects within one study
roup, but not in the two projects from the other study group, are
egarded as a difference. In principle, these differences do not nec-
ssarily result from the fact that the two projects in the decision
iew study group used decision views. Therefore, for all noticed
ifferences, we discuss how far the difference results from the deci-
ion view creation, i.e. how far the decision view creation is the
ause for the differences. Cases, in which a category was assigned
o a single project only, or cases in which a category was  assigned
o one project in the decision view group and one project in the
omparison group are not discussed, because they do not allowX X X X
X XResp9 Validate options against ASRs +
Resp10 Prototyping options ∼
Resp11 Evaluation of arch. as a whole +
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ategories in the following order: negative categories, positive cat-
gories, and neutral categories.
.1. Resp1 – Identiﬁcation of ASRs
None of the four project teams actively elicited non-functional
equirements (Cat9). In some cases, the students even ignored
ints given by the customer with respect to quality attribute
equirements. All project teams focused on functional require-
ents, which were mainly understood as use cases, or user
tories.
Generally, the four project teams also did not make an explicit
istinction between requirements in general, and architecturally
elevant requirements (Cat11). The only exception were the forces
iews, which triggered the two project teams in the decision view
roup to select only those requirements that were architecturally
elevant. In all other documents containing requirements, this dis-
inction was not evident.
While the two project teams in the decision view group actively
pproached the customer multiple times to elicit and clarify
equirements, the two project teams in the comparison group
ransferred the responsibility for deﬁning requirements completely
o the customer (Cat16). They took no effort to elicit requirements
dditionally to an initial list of requirements they received from the
ustomer. In case of project delta, the students neglected require-
ents elicitation, although the customer explicitly told them in the
eginning that he expected them to do a thorough analysis of the
roject domain and the resulting requirements. Both project teams
n the comparison group also took no effort to clarify requirements
hey had not understood well; they rather speculated about their
eaning internally during the project meetings. The differenceegarding the active elicitation of requirements was potentially
aused by the decision forces view, which requires students to
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3.2. Resp2 – Requirements negotiation
There is a notable difference on how the two study groups nego-
tiate requirements. The two project teams in the comparison group
did not question any requirements (Cat22), the project teams in
the decision view group actively went into requirement discussions
with the customers. Both project teams in the decision view negoti-
ated requirements they experienced as unnecessarily constraining
or even blocking (Cat24).
To give an example, the customer obliged project team alpha
to use JDK 1.5, a rather old Java Development Kit, because one of
the third party libraries used by the customer was not compatible
with newer Java versions. This technological constraint turned out
to have a huge impact on the design options that could be taken into
consideration; particularly on the choice of the enterprise service
bus (ESB) technology. Most recent ESB implementations require a
JDK greater than 1.5, which would have forced the students to rely
on older implementations and at the same time older versions of
the Java enterprise edition (JEE). This, however, would have pre-
vented the usage of frameworks, which require newer versions of
JEE. To understand the true dimensions of the JDK 1.5 constraint,
the students created a decision relationship view showing the tech-
nological choices they would have made without the constraint,
and the technological choices they could make regarding the con-
straint (see Fig. 3). Using this relationship view, the customer could
be convinced to drop the constraint.
Apart from this example, the decision forces view seemed to cre-
ate a much more critical attitude in the decision view group towards
the requirements compared to the comparison group, because it
forced the two project teams in the decision view group to actively
reﬂect on requirements and the design options that can possibly
satisfy them. The two project teams in the comparison group took
the requirements for granted (i.e. they did not question them). To
make matters worse, they also did not make sure that the deci-
sions they made were consistent with the requirements, as we will
explain later.
JDK6
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.3. Resp3 – Prioritization of requirements
Another difference between the decision view group and the
omparison group was observed with respect to the prioritization
f requirements. The project teams in the decision view group pri-
ritized requirements (Cat25). Requirements, recognized as being
hallenging or very important, were given a higher priority than
ther requirements. As an example, project team alpha immedi-
tely started searching for technological design options to realize a
ervice oriented architecture, while other requirements regarding
he realization of a full-text search and a tag cloud were given such a
ow priority that they could not be implemented until the end of the
roject. Project team beta put priority on ﬁnding a web  framework
hat would allow to add and change content easily. Requirements
egarding social media and third party payment provider integra-
ion, in accordance with the customer, were given a lower priority.
As opposed to the decision view group, the project teams in the
omparison group did not address requirements in a recognizable
rder (Cat26). Although in both projects, some of the requirements
ere clearly more challenging than others, these requirements
ere not given a higher priority. As an example, in project delta, the
tudents had to make sure that RFID scanners would work partially
n an unfriendly environment (outside, exposed to dirt, whether,
eat, and cold temperatures), using different types of available net-
orks (e.g. LAN, WIFI, and GPRS) without losing data. Until the end
f the project, the students ignored these requirements. In project
amma, requirements were chosen based on the personal inter-
sts of project members, instead of estimating their importance
ystematically.
.4. Resp4 – Documentation of requirements
In all four projects, we observed that different types of documen-
ation were used to capture requirements (Cat14). In addition, none
f the project teams assembled requirements in a central place. The
roject teams alpha and delta captured initial requirement state-
ents, made by the customer, in a word document; all four teams
ocumented some functional requirements using use cases stored
t different places in the projects’ repositories; project teams beta
nd gamma additionally documented user stories (a Scrum-speciﬁc
ay of documenting customer requirements) in the Trac systems.
n the decision view projects, additional requirements and forces
ere captured in the forces views. When comparing the require-
ent statements made in the different documents, inconsistencies
ere found in all four projects. For instance, some use cases docu-
ented by projects beta and gamma  were not documented as user
tories, whereas other functional requirements only existed in the
orm of user stories, but not in the form of use cases.
Another phenomenon observed in all four projects is the fact
hat the different types of requirements documents were not
evised or updated any more. This is a strong indicator for the
ack of a thorough requirements management process. In the focus
roups, all four project teams acknowledged that requirements
ept changing, but they also admitted that existing requirements
ocumentation was not systematically adapted to those changes.
herefore, the existing requirements documentation was  quickly
utdated. As a consequence, the students in all four projects were
ot able to gain a holistic understanding of all relevant require-
ents; nor could they systematically regard all requirements in
he design process.
Another major issue commonly identiﬁed in all projects was the
act that the documented requirements did not have the SMART
Mannion and Keepence, 1995) characteristics. The students mainly
sed brief statements, sometimes only single words, to express
equirements (Cat27). An example from project alpha, which was
ot further elaborated, is “Fulltext search should be possible”. Ans and Software 86 (2013) 1545– 1565
example from project delta is “assigning products to Ferro/Pallet
Tags”, or simply “Store data”. Our initial intention, to analyze the
documented requirements with respect to how SMART they are
was dropped, because the quality of the requirements documenta-
tion was  so low that a further analysis for the purpose of comparison
would not have made sense.
The ﬁndings regarding Resp4 suggest that the decision view-
points did not help the students to systematically document and
manage requirements.
3.5. Resp5 – Discovery of design options
As opposed to the comparison group, the decision view project
teams systematically searched for multiple design options (Cat1).
To identify design options, the two project teams conducted
research (Cat2) using the Internet. Already at an early stage, the
decision view project teams developed a vision of the overall archi-
tecture to identify decision points (Cat6, see Figs. D.9 and D.10
for two  examples) and then assigned different team members to
conduct research regarding design options for a speciﬁc decision
point (Cat5). Both project teams considered at least two design
options for each major decision point. It was evident that most
design options were technology-related (Cat3). Only in rare cases,
the project teams considered the use of a design or architectural
pattern, for instance.
In contrast to the decision view group, the two  project teams
in the comparison group did not systematically search for design
options before making decisions. Even when being asked directly
about considered alternatives, they acknowledged that they only
searched until they found a viable solution (Cat7) and then moved
on to another decision. In case of project delta, the students used
mainly trial and error. Only when a chosen design option turned
out to be the wrong choice during the implementation, they hastily
searched for an alternative.
3.6. Resp6 – Balancing advantages and disadvantages of design
options
A signiﬁcant difference between the two  study groups is how
design options were analyzed and compared. The project teams
in the decision view group heavily used the forces view to explic-
itly discuss pros and cons of major design decisions (Cat28). The
project teams created forces views to support single decisions, and
kept revising one central forces view with all major design deci-
sions. Fig. 4 shows a forces view created by project team beta to
support the choices of a programming language and a database
management system.
Apart from requirements statements, the decision view group
also explicitly discussed other decision forces like learnability of
technologies or previous experience of the project members. In all
cases, the forces view was used as a means to discuss and capture
design choices and their arguments.
The decision view project teams systematically ﬁlled knowledge
gaps that became apparent during the discussions, by conducting
research on particular design options (Cat29). Each team member
presented the results of the design options research to the other
members before a decision was  made. This often led to intense
discussions, in which the team members heavily challenged each
others arguments (Cat30). The students appreciated that decision
forces helped to spread knowledge about individual design options
better among the different project members and that it provides
a framework for discussing options systematically. In the focus
groups, both project teams in the decision view group acknowl-
edged that the decision views had a huge impact on the discussions
of design options. A member of project team alpha said: “If you don’t
have the view, then you might also see alternatives, but if you have







































pFig. 4. Partial forces view
xperience in a solution then you will choose this one. But with the
forces) view, you are forced to think about which one is really bet-
er.”. In accordance, a member of project team beta stated: “I think
he fact that we had to document decisions and our decision mak-
ng had an inﬂuence on the seriousness that we handled decisions.
o if there wouldn’t have been these views, then maybe we would
ave been faster in decision making; just say ok that works, so let’s
ake it”.
As opposed to the decision view project teams, the two  com-
arison project teams made decisions mostly without explicit
easoning (Cat31). The project teams searched for viable solutions
nd applied them without systematically discussing their advan-
ages and disadvantages. When being asked about the rationale
ehind speciﬁc decisions, the students gave the impression that
hey started thinking about pros and cons just in the moment when
he question was asked; however this is the impression of the focus
roup moderator and not a fact. In case of project delta, in many
ases, the members were not able to provide any rationale for major
esign decisions. Finally, judging from the focus groups and the
eam minute meetings, the comparison project teams did not dis-
uss design decisions in the group (Cat32). Instead, decisions were
ade by single members and silently accepted by the other team
embers.
.7. Resp7 – Discussion of multiple design options in combination
Both project teams in the decision view group used the relation-
hip view to systematically explore technological dependencies
efore making decisions (Cat33). As mentioned above, the project
eams created partial relationship views on the whiteboard to sup-
ort design discussions. The relationship view showed the students
hat some decision have a great impact on other decisions. Both
roject teams spent a lot of effort on understanding these impacts.
any technological decisions were made in combination (Cat34);
oth project teams not only discussed alternatives for single deci-
ions, but also compared multiple graphs of decisions (multiple
ombinations of decisions, which as a whole, are alternatives to
ach other).
The project teams in the comparison group did not discuss mul-
iple design options in combination, but rather made decisions
ithout evaluating impacts on other decisions..8. Resp8 – Avoidance of unnecessary complexity.
Only very few indicators were found that any of the student
rojects explicitly tried to avoid unnecessary complexity in theired by project team beta.
design. Both of the project teams in the decision view group, how-
ever, stated that avoiding unnecessary complexity was an explicit
goal within the project (Cat35). When being asked how unneces-
sary complexity could be avoided, project team alpha stated that
they tried to minimize the usage of third party libraries, particularly
libraries that come with a lot of unneeded functionality. Project
team beta explained that they reduced unnecessary complexity by
trying to ﬁnd a middleware framework that provides a great part
of the needed functionality out of the box. The statements of both
project teams could be veriﬁed by analyzing the forces view and
the architectural design; however, no other examples for explicit
avoidance of unnecessary complexity could be found.
The project teams in the comparison group did not explicitly
avoid unnecessary complexity. However, there is not enough evi-
dence to show that the use of the decision viewpoints help them to
avoid unnecessary complexity.
3.9. Resp9 – Validation of design options against the ASRs
As mentioned for Resp4 already, the documentation of require-
ments was weak in all four projects. However, the decision view
project teams at least considered architecture signiﬁcant require-
ments when making technological choices using the forces view
(Cat36). In the comparison group, no evidence was found that archi-
tecture signiﬁcant requirements were considered when making
decisions (Cat37): design decisions were made without system-
atically identifying alternatives, while there were no indicators
that design options were validated against ASRs. The project teams
in the decision view group were aware of the fact that in some
cases trade-offs between multiple requirements could be neces-
sary (Cat38). Project team alpha used the decision forces view to
resolve such situations, but they declared that this happened very
rarely (Cat39). Indeed, their forces view showed that the students
did not come across many conﬂicts that had to be resolved.
3.10. Resp10 – Prototyping design options
All four project teams heavily used small prototypes to under-
stand technological options (Cat40). In particular, they created
prototypes to understand how technologies (e.g. frameworks or
libraries) must be used (Cat41). However, only project team beta
systematically created prototypes for the purpose of understand-
ing advantages and disadvantages of multiple alternative design
options (Cat42). The other projects, in contrast, created prototypes
only after a decision was made. Thus, there is no observable inﬂu-
ence of the usage of decision views on prototyping.























































Estimation of project difﬁculties (CaseVar6, Likert-scale 1: very simple; 5: very
difﬁcult).
Rater Alpha Beta Gamma Delta
Lecturer 1 2 2
Lecturer 2 4 3
Lecturer 3 4 3
Lecturer 4 4 3558 U. van Heesch et al. / The Journal of S
.11. Resp11 – Evaluation of the architecture as a whole
Apart from the discussion of multiple design options addressing
dentical problems (e.g. database management systems to be used
s a central datastore), none of the four project teams explicitly
valuated the architecture as a whole (Cat44). Nevertheless, when
eing confronted with this issue, the two project teams in the deci-
ion view group mentioned that the decision views allowed them
o permanently maintain an overview over the current state of the
rchitecture (Cat43). In particular, they mentioned that the forces
iew always gave them a good estimate over the coverage of the
equirements, that’s why they (falsely) assumed that a dedicated
rchitecture evaluation session was not necessary.
.12. Variations of decision view usage
Apart from the ﬁndings reported above, we learned that the
tudents in the decision view projects had divergent preferences
egarding speciﬁc viewpoints. As described in Section 2.4.3, project
lpha was a brown-ﬁeld project, whereas project beta was  a green-
eld. Although the students in project alpha also appreciated the
ecision forces viewpoint, they saw the most value in the deci-
ion relationship viewpoint, because it helped them to analyze
nd understand technological dependencies. Taking over an exist-
ng software project requires software designers to understand the
rchitecture as-is, before they can make any signiﬁcant changes.
pparently, the relationship viewpoint helped the students in the
rown-ﬁeld project to analyze and document the system as-is;
oreover it helped them to resolve a blocking technical con-
traint, which had a huge impact on multiple technological design
ptions.
Project team beta, the green-ﬁeld project, experienced the
orces viewpoint as the greatest help in the project, although they
lso made vast usage of the relationship viewpoint. In green-ﬁeld
rojects, the solution space is widely open in the beginning. The
ecisions made in this project stage are highly important and
undamental to the entire system. The decision forces viewpoint
urned out to be a useful support for the students to make decisions
ased on solid argumentation using an agreed-upon evaluation
cheme. It gave them more conﬁdence that the decisions they made
ere the right choices among the available design options.
Even though the relationship and forces viewpoints were very
ell received by the students, both project teams expressed their
iscontent about documenting the decision detail view. They expe-
ienced documenting single decisions using our template as a
edious job that did not have an immediate beneﬁt for the design
rocess. The same ﬁnding had been made by other researchers
n the past (e.g. Harrison et al., 2007). Yet, the students acknowl-
dged that the detail views will have a clear beneﬁt for subsequent
evelopers taking over their project.
.13. Summary of ﬁndings
We  have found that the decision views provide strong support
n the area of solution evaluation and selection, partial support
or ASR management, and no support for handling complexity or
valuating the viability of a design option. Table 5 summarizes
he ﬁndings regarding the decision view support (column Dec.
iew supp.) for particular design activities, based on the analysis
f the response variables. Decision views provide strong support
or design activities related to architectural synthesis and architec-
ural evaluation.3 By far the strongest support was recognized for
3 Architectural synthesis refers to activities followed to identify candidate archi-
ecture solutions for a set of architecture signiﬁcant requirements; architecturalResearchers 3 3 2 3
Median 3 4 3 3
Resp5, related to the discovery of design options (architectural syn-
thesis). The decision views triggered the two  project teams in the
decision view group to identify multiple options for decision topics
and to thoroughly conduct research to understand these options.
The project teams in the comparison group, in contrast, clearly did
not attempt to identify multiple options before making decisions;
they rather chose the ﬁrst presumably viable solution they could
ﬁnd.
Concerning architectural evaluation, the impact of decision view
was signiﬁcant for Resp6 (balancing advantages and disadvantages
of design options). The decision view groups invested much more
efforts in researching, understanding, and discussing advantages
and disadvantages of the (candidate) architectural solutions than
the comparison group, who  made decisions mainly implicitly, with-
out discussing them. In addition, the fact that the decision view
project teams consciously made multiple decisions in combination
(Resp7, architectural evaluation), shows that the decision views
stimulated the students to regard dependencies between deci-
sions and contributed to the understanding of the architecture as a
whole.
As Table 5 shows, the use of decision views did not appear
to support the students in (1) requirements documentation, (2)
avoidance of unnecessary complexity, and (3) prototyping design
options. Point (1) was  ﬁrst a surprising result. The decision forces
viewpoint and the decision detail viewpoint explicitly require the
statement of requirements, which should have caused the students
to deﬁne requirements more carefully. A discussion of this ﬁnding
with the students’ lecturers at the university showed that the stu-
dents were not educated in distinguishing between architecturally
relevant requirements and other requirements. They were also par-
ticularly inexperienced in documenting quality requirements, and
business and environmental demands, which have a higher rele-
vance for architecture decisions. Thus, the fact that none of the
project teams documented requirements thoroughly suggests that
software designers need to be trained in identifying and document-
ing architecture signiﬁcant requirements. Additionally, presenting
a checklist of the typical forces in speciﬁc domains can remind inex-
perienced designer in carrying out relevant design activities such
as documenting ASRs.
Points (2) and (3) are expected. The viewpoints did not help the
decision view group to avoid unnecessary complexity (point (2)).
Avoiding complexity obliges designers to simplify and optimize
a design solution as far as possible. This requires the knowledge
of how a solution can be formulated without compromising the
requirements. While the decision views help junior designers to
evaluate and select good solutions, they cannot create solution
options that are beyond the knowledge of the designers. Prototypes
are a means to evaluate the inﬂuence of a design solution on certain
qualities of the target system. The decision forces viewpoint can be
used to document the results of these evaluations (i.e. the impact
of a force on a certain design option) to support a systematic choice
evaluation concerns the validation of those candidate solutions against all architec-
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ut of multiple decision alternatives, but it does not prescribe how
he evaluations must be done.
Other activities belonging to architectural analysis (Hofmeister
t al., 2007) (Resp1–Resp3) were partially supported by the deci-
ion views, mainly because the explicit documentation of decisions
nd forces on decisions raises a general awareness for aspects that
eed to be taken into consideration when making decisions.
. Validity
We use the classiﬁcation scheme proposed by Yin (2009) and
ohlin et al. (2000) to report on potential threats to validity and
easures we took against them.
.1. Construct validity
Construct validity is concerned with the measures used to rep-
esent the effect of the method on the study result according to
he research conjecture. To ensure validity of the constructs, we
dentiﬁed response variables prior to the study, explained the ratio-
ale behind those variables, and assigned them to data collection
ethods we would use to measure them. Additionally, we used the
onstant-comparison method to uncover concepts in the qualita-
ive data. The concepts were uncovered from scratch according to
heir relevance to the study goal, i.e. we had not thought of concepts
n advance.
.2. Internal validity
Internal validity is mainly concerned with the examination of
ausal relationships between the method used (decision view cre-
tion, or ad hoc) and the response variables. Researchers have to
ake sure that there are no hidden variables that silently affect the
nvestigated objects. The measures we took to mitigate this risk are
wofold. First, we carefully deﬁned case variables that could have
n inﬂuence on the outcome of the study. Second, we  used two
airs of projects: one pair that used decision views, and one that
id not. The latter reduces the risk of hidden variables. In particu-
ar, the following case variables were identiﬁed to uncover and deal
ith potential hidden causalities related to the study results:
Case variables 2, 3, 4 and 7 concern the previous relevant working
experience of the students who took part in the study. To make
sure that the experience does not adulterate our results, we  made
sure that the average experience of the students in the decision
view group is at most comparable to the average experience of the
comparison group. In most cases the experience of the students
in the decision view group was less than that of the comparison
group.
Case variables 5 and 6 concern characteristics of the software
projects. For the validity of the results, it is vital that the projects
in the decision view groups are comparable to the projects in the
comparison group with respect to the factors under study (i.e. the
design process). None of the projects is in a domain that would
require an adaptation of the design process (e.g. because of special
security or safety needs). Instead, all four projects belong to the
software engineering and enterprise computing domains. Project
delta was additionally assigned to logistics and web application;
project gamma to marketing; projects alpha and beta were both
additionally assigned to web application. The difﬁculty of the
projects was  balanced among the two groups, as described in
Section 2.4.3.
For the evaluation of some response variables (Resp5, Resp6,
esp8–10), we analyzed the decision views created by the decision and Software 86 (2013) 1545– 1565 1559
view groups. This bares a potential risk, as sometimes evidence
might only be present in decision views, without being visi-
ble in other data collected. In these cases, the cause construct
could be under-represented in the comparison group, leading the
researchers to wrong conclusions. We  mitigated this risk by con-
sulting the decision views only in cases, in which the subjects
explicitly mention them in other data collected (e.g. minutes or
focus group transcripts). This ensures that no conclusions are
drawn based on evidence solely visible in decision views.
Another potential threat to validity could stem from the fact
that the decision views were discussed in the weekly focus groups.
Theoretically, the focus group moderator could have biased the stu-
dents towards changing the design in a speciﬁc way. This, however
was avoided to the greatest possible degree. The focus group mod-
erator asked the students to describe their created decision views
themselves rather than asking potentially manipulating questions.
As a general rule during all contact with students, the researchers
did not answer questions or give any advice regarding speciﬁc
design considerations. However, the students’ own  reﬂection on
the decision views during the focus groups could have triggered the
students to reconsider speciﬁc design decisions. This threat cannot
be totally invalidated.
A potential threat to validity derives from the fact that the
university, in which the study was  conducted, recommended the
student groups to use Scrum as a development method. The use
of Scrum may  have inﬂuenced the students’ architecture deci-
sion making process. For instance, Scrum recommends the format
of user stories to document functional requirements. Through its
association to agile development methods, Scrum may have also
inﬂuenced the students to generally neglect documentation. This
threat is mitigated, because all four projects used Scrum. Thus, the
comparison of the decision view group with the comparison group
took place at an equal level. Additionally, we  did not rely on the stu-
dents adhering to the Scrum process; instead we  carefully observed
the entire development process over the study period. Our results,
regarding the differences in the decision making process is inde-
pendent from the used development method. Furthermore, since a
Scrum development team is responsible for making (architecture)
design decisions themselves in multiple iterations (called sprint
in Scrum), the projects are a pertinent target for investigating the
decision views’ support for iterative decision making. The degree, to
which the students actually applied Scrum techniques, is described
in Appendix C.
4.3. External validity
External validity concerns the extent, to which the ﬁndings of
the study are of relevance for other cases. In this particular case,
the study was  conducted with students, which is always a threat to
external validity, because students are lacking professional expe-
rience and real life project constrains like short time-to-market
and limited budgets. We partially mitigated the latter issue by
using external customers and real software projects. The customers
of the projects were independent, i.e. they have no relationship
to the school or the researchers. Furthermore, the students were
in the last year of a four-year Bachelor of Software Engineering
degree, i.e. very close to their professional careers, which is why
we assume that the results are at least generalizable to the pop-
ulation of inexperienced software designers with a few years of
industrial experience.
Another potential threat to the validity of the results derives
from the fact that the students in all projects came from the same
university of applied sciences. Theoretically, students from other
universities, with a different background, could have performed
differently. An identical educational background of the subjects in
























































potential solutions and to deﬁne criteria (in the decision viewpoint
terminology referred to as forces)  to choose among the solutions.
These ﬁndings, however, are not contradictory to those of Zannier560 U. van Heesch et al. / The Journal of S
f their design activities. Thus, to completely rule out this potential
hreat to external validity, the study has to be replicated at other
niversities. We  consider this as future work.
.4. Reliability
Reliability is primarily concerned with the question to what
xtent the study results are dependent on the speciﬁc researchers.
e addressed the following issues related to reliability in our study
esign.
By asking speciﬁc questions, the moderator of the focus groups
ould inﬂuence the students towards giving the desired answers
researchers’ bias). To mitigate this threat, the moderator asked
pen questions like “What did you do since our last meeting?” dur-
ng the focus groups. This starts a discussion between the project
embers without inﬂuencing them. Then the moderator asked the
articipants to go more into detail or to move on to a different topic.
 question guide (Mack et al., 2005) had been prepared in advance
o make sure that the students gave enough information to answer
he research questions. Question guides help the focus group mod-
rator to focus the discussion on relevant topics. If the discussion
eviates from the subjects of interest, he can mildly intervene to put
t back on track. The question guide used during the focus groups
an be found in Appendix A.
An additional potential threat to the reliability of the study
esults could be that students make imprecise, incomplete, or
ven non-veridical comments during the focus groups. The fol-
owing measures were taken to mitigate this risk. First, the focus
roups were conducted on a weekly basis to make sure that the
tudents’ memories were still present. Second, to verify that the
tudents comments correspond to reality, we used methodolog-
cal and data-source triangulation (Lethbridge et al., 2005). Apart
rom establishing a broader view of the research object under study,
riangulation allows to verify gained impressions using different
ata-sources and methods. In particular, we were able to check
he students’ comments by looking into the minutes of their team
eetings and the work artifacts they checked in to the Subversion
epositories.
.5. Ethical issues
The ethical issues resulting from using students in empirical
tudies were discussed in Section 2.4.2.
. Related work
Since the late 1980s, researchers have conducted studies to
omprehend the design process of software intensive systems (e.g.
urtis et al., 1988; Sonnentag, 1998; Zannier et al., 2007; Brooks,
009; Tang et al., 2010). The study, presented in this article, is
elated to this research ﬁeld. In the following, we outline typical
esign studies in the ﬁeld and relate them to our own ﬁndings. The
resented work covers general design studies, studies of decision
aking in software projects, and studies on the inﬂuence of doc-
mentation on the design process. To the best of our knowledge,
he inﬂuence of architecture decision documentation on the design
rocess has not been empirically investigated so far.
In 1988, Curtis et al. interviewed personnel from 17 large soft-
are engineering projects to identify the design activities the teams
ollowed (Curtis et al., 1988). The focus of the study was on how
equirements were gathered and how design decisions were made
nd documented, and how these decisions impacted the design
rocess. They identiﬁed three common problems among all ana-
yzed projects: (1) domain knowledge was thinly spread among
roject members, (2) requirements were often changing or even
onﬂicting, and (3) communication and coordination of tasks wass and Software 86 (2013) 1545– 1565
not optimal. Among others, they conclude that staff-wide sharing of
(architecture) knowledge has to be facilitated and software devel-
opment tools should support the representation and management
of uncertain design decisions.
Our own ﬁndings (almost 25 years later) show that all three
identiﬁed problems are still perceptible in projects of student soft-
ware engineers. Using decision viewpoints, however, turned out to
at least partially mitigate these problems.
Sonnentag, a German psychologist, analyzed the design process
of 40 professional software designers from 16 different software
development teams in 1998 (Sonnentag, 1998). After the teams
solved a predeﬁned design task, she asked each participant to peer
evaluate their team mates. This process was used to distinguish
high performers from moderate performers (from the perspective
of the team mates). In the subsequent analysis phase, she compared
the behavior of the high performers and the moderate perform-
ers with respect to problem comprehension, planning, feedback
processing,4 task focus, using visualizations, knowledge of soft-
ware engineering strategies, and length of experience. Her results
include that high performers spent twice as much time on feed-
back processing than moderate performers. She suggests that high
performers, who actively evaluate their design solutions, not only
perform better at the present task but also gain more experience
for future use in other projects. Surprisingly, she also found that the
experience of the participants did not have a signiﬁcant impact on
their behavior regarding the previously mentioned aspects.
Sonnentag emphasizes that the repetitive critical evaluation of
design options in the context of requirements (and other forces)
helps designers to estimate how far a pursued goal has been
achieved. Similarly, our study shows that decision viewpoints, in
particular the decision forces viewpoint and the decision rela-
tionship viewpoint, provide junior software designers with an
organizational structure to support these activities. In another
experiment, Tang et al. ﬁnd that forcing designers to verbalize their
design options and reasoning help to bring about better design,
especially for junior designers (Tang et al., 2008).
Zannier et al. report on 25 interviews conducted with software
designers to develop a model of design decision making in software
projects (Zannier et al., 2007). The study focuses on understanding
in which situations designers use a rational decision making pro-
cess versus situations in which the designers follow a naturalistic
approach to decision making. Rational decision making, as deﬁned
by the authors, is “characterized by the consequential choice of an
option among a set of options, with the goal of selecting the optimal
solution”, whereas naturalistic decision making is “characterized
by situation assessment and the evaluation of a single option with
a goal of selecting a satisfactory option”. The authors found out that
designers generally mix  both decision making strategies; however,
in cases where the design problem was  well-deﬁned, the designers
under study primarily used rational decision making, whereas the
naturalistic approach was preferred to tackle ill-deﬁned problems.
In our own study, we found out that the subjects in the decision
view group followed a more rational decision making process than
the subjects in the comparison group, although all four projects had
a comparably ill-deﬁned design problem in the beginning. This sug-
gests that the documentation of decision views pushed the students
towards structuring the design problem better, in order to identify4 Sonnentag deﬁnes feedback processing as the comparison of a present situation
(here the current version of a software design) with the cognitive representation of
the design goal at hand. In other words, feedback processing helps the designer to
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t al. As conjectured prior to the study, documenting decision views
equires designers to think about design options and evaluation cri-
eria upfront, thus they also implicitly require the user of decision
iews to structure the design problems at hand.
The same conclusions as Zannier et al. were made by Cross. In
 review of multiple empirical studies of design activity in dif-
erent domains (Cross, 2001), Cross acknowledges that designers
espond to ill-deﬁned problems by adopting a solution-focused
esign process. He explains that designers tend to ﬁnd a satisfactory
olution rather then systematically generating an optimal solution
f the problem that needs to be solved is ill-deﬁned. Along with
his ﬁnding, he states that designers appear to stick to a solution
oncept as long as possible, even if they encounter shortcomings
r difﬁculties with that solution (this phenomenon is also known
s anchoring Epley and Gilovich, 2006). In this study, we also found
ut that the projects in the comparison group searched for design
ptions until they found a satisfactory solution and sticked to these
olutions as long as possible. Assuming that designers, as Cross
uggests, are by nature solution-focused and subject to anchoring,
he creation of decision views helped the students in the decision
iew group to alleviate the effects of this phenomenon, by forcing
hem to consider alternatives and explicitly comparing them in the
ontext of the relevant decision forces.
Burge and Brinkman, in an experiment with software engi-
eering students, found that expressing rationale for the choices
f algorithms encouraged the students to reﬂect on their made
hoices and to actively consider multiple alternatives (Burge and
rinkman, 2010).
The assumption that the documentation of design, and the pro-
ess of designing itself, mutually interfere with each other has also
een examined by Purcell and Gero. Purcell and Gero suggest that
he majority of cognitive design activities are too complex for all
spects to be held in short-term memory during the design pro-
ess (Purcell and Gero, 1998). They advocate that design sketches
an serve designers as external memory device, which can be used
o reduce the load on working memory. These ﬁndings are in line
ith the statement of the decision view students that the decision
iews helped them to maintain an overview over decisions made
nd over all decision forces that had to be taken into consideration.
Similar studies were conducted by Parnas, who, throughout
arge parts of his academic career, conducted research on docu-
entation and its importance for the software engineering process
Hester et al., 1981; Parnas and Clements, 1986; Parnas, 2009,
011). Parnas afﬁrms that software design is a decision making
rocess and that documenting software design “forces designers to
ake decisions and can help them to make better ones”. In Parnas
nd Clements (1986),  Parnas and Clements emphasize the impor-
ance of designers striving to follow a rational design process. In this
ork, they stressed the need for documentation to record design
ecisions, ideally guiding the design process of the development
eam and serving as a reference during software evolution.
. Conclusions
Prior to the study, we conjectured that students would use
 more rational design process if they use architecture decision
iews, compared to students who use an ad hoc design approach.
e characterize a rational design process using eleven response
ariables. These eleven response variables were used to analyze
he design activities that were carried out by the student project
eams.We  have found that in three response variables, the decision
elationship viewpoint and the decision forces viewpoint have
elped students to follow a more rational design process regarding
rchitectural synthesis and evaluation. Students in this group were and Software 86 (2013) 1545– 1565 1561
better at exploring design options, evaluating the advantages and
disadvantages of design options and considering the consequences
of combining multiple design options.
On the other hand, the viewpoints were ineffective in helping
students in three response areas: to manage requirements, to opti-
mize design regarding complexity, and to explore solution viability
by means of prototypes. It appears that something more than the
use of viewpoints is needed in order to excel in these three response
areas.
We suggest that the identiﬁcation and documentation of archi-
tecture signiﬁcant requirements and other forces should receive
more attention in computer science education. Additionally, we
plan to investigate if checklists of typical domain-speciﬁc require-
ments and other forces can at least partially ﬁll the gap regarding
requirements documentation. Using prototypes for evaluating
design options is an important best-practice we identiﬁed in our
previous work with professional software architects (van Heesch
and Avgeriou, 2011). In our opinion, the use of prototypes should
be promoted more in higher computer science education; forces
can serve as criteria to evaluate design solutions by means of proto-
types. Finally, the current set of decision viewpoints cannot support
designers in optimizing a software design with respect to complex-
ity. Additional research is needed to identify metrics for complexity
that can be used on a decision level, and to subsequently leverage
these metrics by means of decision viewpoints.
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Appendix A. Question guide used during the weekly focus
groups
The following questions were used as orientation for the mod-
erator of the focus group to make sure that the generally open
discussions cover all important aspects of interest. The questions
were neither asked verbatim or directly, nor were they necessarily
covered in a speciﬁc order.
• What has the team done since the last focus group?
• How did they elicit requirements?
• What are the main requirements?
• How do they document requirements?
• Did the team negotiate requirements with the customer?
• How do they prioritize requirements, and which requirements
were regarded ﬁrst and for which reasons?
• Which decisions have been made, and which alternatives were
considered?
• How do they make decisions?
• Do the team members challenge each other a lot?
• How does the team lead design discussions?
• Which media, apart from the whiteboard, are used during design
discussions?
• What is the team’s conﬁdence in the soundness of the decisions?
Where are uncertainties?
• Did the team make any assumptions? Which assumptions and
why?
• Does the team try to avoid complexity? How?
• Did they make trade-offs between multiple requirements?
• Did they create prototypes, and if so what were they used for?
• How satisﬁed is the team with the internal process? Do they
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Note for moderator: Make sure that the team take pictures of all
whiteboard sketches
ppendix B. Additional statistics for group assignment
This section presents additional descriptive statistics used for
he assignment of project teams to one of the two study groups, i.e.
ecision view group or comparison group (Figs. B.5–B.8).
ppendix C. Scrum roles, meetings, and artifacts adopted
y the project teams
In this appendix, we describe how far each of the project teams
dhered to roles, meetings, and artifacts deﬁned in the Scrum pro-
ess (CaseVar8). We  adopt the deﬁnitions of Scrum roles, meetings,
nd artifacts from Schwaber and Beedle (2002).  Table C.7 presents
 mapping of the four project teams to the roles, meeting types,
nd artifacts deﬁned in the Scrum process, which will be described
rieﬂy in the following.
Scrum deﬁnes different roles in the development process. The
roduct owner is a central role in a Scrum-oriented software pro-
ess. He or she represents the stakeholders’ concerns and acts as a
pokesman for the customer. The product owner is responsible for
nsuring that the team delivers value to the customer’s business;























Fig. B.5. Programming experience of the project members in both study gr



















Fig. B.6. Software design experience of the project members in both study gs and Software 86 (2013) 1545– 1565
furthermore, he or she is primarily responsible for managing the
product backlog. Only two of the project teams (projects beta and
delta) explicitly assigned the role of the product owner to one of
the team members. However, even in these two teams, we did not
ﬁnd conclusive evidence that the roles were adequately ﬁlled in.
For instance, we observed that all team members edited the prod-
uct backlogs; furthermore, the product owners did not seem to take
over the responsibility for describing or eliciting requirements.
All four project teams explicitly assigned the role of the scrum
master to one of the team members. The scrum master is respon-
sible for enabling the team to achieve the project goal and
deliverables, e.g. by removing impediments and by making sure
that the project team stays motivated and is equipped with an
ofﬁce, and hardware and software needed for the development.
Based on our own judgment, these roles were adequately ﬁlled in
by the respective project team members. In all four project teams,
the customer was an external person from a company.
Apart from roles, Scrum deﬁnes a number of meetings.  As
Table C.7 shows, the sprint planning meeting is the only meeting
that was  regularly held by all four project teams. The daily scrum
was only held in the ﬁrst weeks, or not at all (project delta). Time
estimation meetings (sometimes referred to as planning poker,
Schwaber and Beedle, 2002), were not held by any of the groups. In
project gamma, the time estimation was  done by the scrum mas-
ter and communicated to the team. In all other teams, we did not













(b) Co mpariso n group
oups (CaseVar2). (a) Decision view group and (b) comparison group.











(b) Co mpariso n group
roups (CaseVar3). (a) Decision view group and (b) comparison group.
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S(a) D ecision vie w group 
Fig. B.8. Experience in the primary domain of the project members in bot
nd any evidence that a systematic time estimation for the back-
og items took place. The sprint review and sprint retrospective
eetings only took place in projects beta and gamma.
Finally, Scrum deﬁnes a number of artifacts. Generally, all four
roject teams had a product backlog and a sprint backlog, and
ll of them aimed at delivering deployable product increments
able C.7
crum roles, meetings, and artifacts used by the project teams.
Project alpha Proje
Roles
Product owner Not explicit Yes 
Team Yes Yes 
Scrum master Yes Yes 
Customer External Exter
Meetings
Sprint planning Explicit meeting Explic
Daily  scrum First week only First 2
Time  estimation No No 
Sprint Review No Yes
Sprint retrorespective No Yes 
Sprint length 3 Weeks 3 We
Artifacts
Product backlog Yes Yes 
Backlog item Task Task/
Sprint backlog Yes Yes 
Deployable product increment Yes Yes (b) Compariso groupn
y groups (CaseVar7). (a) Decision view group and (b) comparison group.
at the end of each sprint. However, some differences were observed
regarding the backlog items. Usually, in Scrum, the product
owner deﬁnes user stories and other requirements (including
non-functional requirements) in the product backlog (Schwaber
and Beedle, 2002). In the four project teams, however, we  found
that the teams primarily stored tasks (e.g. implementation tasks,





it meeting Explicit meeting Explicit meeting
 weeks only First week only No
By Scrum master No
Yes No
Yes No
eks 3 Weeks 2 Weeks
Yes Yes
user story Task/user story Task
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
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onﬁguration tasks, review tasks, meetings) in the product back-
og. Only teams beta and gamma  additionally described a few user
tories in the product backlog.
Apart from the Scrum-speciﬁc roles and artifacts, each of
he teams additionally identiﬁed the roles project manager,
onﬁguration manager (responsible for setting up required ICT-
nfrastructure), and quality manager, which were all taken up by
ifferent members of the teams. These roles had been suggested by
ne of the lecturers of the study module.
We conclude that, although Scrum was suggested as develop-
ent method, none of the four teams rigorously adapted the Scrum
rocess. Only a few Scrum speciﬁc instruments were taken over
organization in sprints, scrum master, and backlogs), while other
ssential parts of Scrum were neglected. Most importantly, the
eams did not ﬁll in the role of the product owner correctly.
ppendix D. Initial visions of the architectures
Figs. D.9 and D.10 show examples of early architecture sketches
reated by the two project teams in the decision view group.
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